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Some sets of generators of unitary groups on a nonsingular Hermitian space with 
hyperbolic rank at least one over a finite field of characteristic not 2 with an 
involution * are studied. All unitary groups are shown to be generated by 3 
elements and all symplectic groups are generated by 2 elements. 0 1985 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODLJC~I~N 
Let K be a finite field of characteristic not 2 with involution *. V is an n- 
dimensional left vector space over K with a nonsingular A-Hermitian formf: 
Thus 1 is a fixed element of K with M* = 1, and f is a sesquilinear form 
satisfying f(x, y)* = y(y, x). In fact we can assume ;1= f 1. For when * is 
not the identity, by Hilbert theorem 90, there exists E E K with A = E/E*. 
Replace f by the propretional form &f which has the same unitary group asf: 
We assume that the hyperbolic rank of Y is at least one. Hence we can split 
V= H I L, where H is a hyperbolic plane with a hyperbolic pair {u, v}, 
namely, H = Ku @ Ku with f(u, U) =f(v, U) = 0. and f(u, v) = 1. U,,(V) or 
U(V) denotes the unitary group of V. The elements of U,(V) are called 
isometries. If * = 1 and I = I, we call the unitary group the orthogonal 
group, and denote it by O,(V). If * = 1 and ,J = -1, we call the unitary 
group the symplectic group, and denote it by Sp,(V). In [4] we have shown 
that U,,(V) is generated by 4 or 3 elements and Q,(V) is by 3 or 2. Our 
purpose is to prove the following refinement: 
THEOREM. U,(V) is generated by 3 elements and Sp,(V) is generated by 
2 elements. 
The proof will be given in Section 3. At that time those generators in the 
theorem will be exhibited. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We now define the isometries used in our study of U(V). Let A denote the 
isometry u + u, u + A*u and 1 on L. For nonzero E in K define $(E) in U(v) 
by U-+&U, V-E*-’ vandlonL.LetC={cfSKjc+Ic*=O}andforcin 
C define a transvection T,(U) in U(V) by 
T,(u) z = z +f(z, 24) * c * 24, z E v. 
For x in L the Eichler transformation (quasi-transvection) E(u, x) in U(V) is 
defined by 
E(u, x) z = z - A -f(Z, 24) * x +f(z, x) * u - A *f(z, u) * q(x) * 24, z E v, 
where q(x) = 2-‘f(x, x), similarly, define 7’,(v) = AT,(u) A-’ and E(u, x) = 
dE(u, x) A-‘. For a vector x in V with q(x) # 0, we define an isometry r(x) 
called a symmetry by the formula 








The following identities can be easily verified: 
T,(u) Td(U) = Tc+d(U)9 
UT,(U) u ~ ’ = Tc(uu), fJ E U(V), 
Tc(au) = Marco, aER, 
T-W = L&), a E R, 
$(&) T,(u) 4(E) - ’ = Tee=), 
4(&) Td(U) 4@-’ = u&*-+4 
E(u, x)” = E(u, mx), m E z, 
E(u, x + y) = E(u, x) qu, y)[E(u, 2 - ‘xl, E(u, Y)l - l, 
in particular 
E(u, x + Y) = qu, x> E(u, Y) if f(x, y) =f( y, x), (8) 
uE(u, x) u - l = E(uu, ux) (9) 
E(au, x) = E(u, a*x), 0 E U(v), (10) 
#(E) E(u, x) 4(e) - ’ = ECU, e *xl, (11) 
d(t) E(v, x) #(E) - ’ = E(v, E - Ix), (12) 
~(0, x) E(u, q(x) - ’ x) E(u, x> = A#(-h(x)) 7x3 
XEL with q(x) # 0, (13) 
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For a subset D of C, T,(U) denotes the set {T,(U) 1 d E D}, and for a 
subset X of L, E(u, X) denotes the set {E(u, x) ] x E X). Throughout this 
paper a denotes a fixed generator of the multiplicative cyclic group K - {O). 
LEMMA 2.1. There exist even integers r and s such that a = ar + as or 
a = a’ - as. 
Proof: Since a # 1, we have a - 1 # 0. Write a - 1 = a’. If s is even, 
then the lemma is clear (r = 0). If s is odd, then a* - a = as+ ’ gives the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. U,(V) is generated by A, #(a) and E(u, L). 
Proof. This has been proved in Lemma 2.1 in [4]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Sp,(v) is generated by E(u, L) and E(v, L). 
Proof: See Lemma 2.4 in (41. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
To simplify the notation, from now on we will write xy instead off@, y) 
for x,y in V. We know that if the Hermitian form is not symplectic, L has 
an orthogonal base, and if the form is symplectic, L has a hyperbolic base. 
Let X= {x ,,..., x,-* } be such a base for L. Further, as we have stated in 
[4, p. 131, if U(V) # @(V), then we can choose (xi} as (x:,..., x:-~, xiPz} = 
{L..., 1, 1 } or {l,..., 1, a}. For the first case we denote it by L - (I,..., 1) and 
the second by L - (l,..., 1, a). By Dieudonne [ 1, p. 171, if U(V) # Sp(V) and 
#O(V), then we may assume L - (l,..., 1). Therefore, L - (l,..., 1, a) may 
occur only when U(V) = O(V). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. U,(H) is generated by 3 isometries A, $(a) and TJu), 
where c is any element in C. In particular, O,(H) is by 2 isometries A and 
#(a). Further, Sp,(H) is generated by 2 isometries T,-,(u) and T,(v) A- ‘. 
Proof: The first part of the lemma is already shown by Lemma 2.3 in 
[4]. The second is clear, since C = {0} if U,(H) = O,(H). So we prove the 
third, i.e., the case of U,(V) = Sp,( V). 
Let G be the subgroup generated by p = T,-,(u) and w = T,(v) A- ‘. 
Then, we have VW -’ = TaeI(-v) = TamI in G. Hence, 
qquT,~,(v)(~w)-’ = T,-,(av) in in G. Thus, for any integer r we have 
$“I’ Ajax’= TAarv> in G. By identity (4) we have T,_,(a’v) = 
(y ky2r 7 and by identity (1) we have T,mlo2r(v) T,-,,zs(v) = 
Ta-qcxzr+azsJv), so applying Lemma 2.1, we obtain T,(v) E G. Hence, 
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V’T,(v) lo = TK(u) S G. Thus, G = Sp@), since @,(H) is generated by 
T,(u) and T*(V). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let n > 2 be odd. Then, U,(V) is generated by three 
isometries E(u, z,), #(a) and Au, where u: z, + a.. -+ z,_*+ z1 for some 
orthogonal base for L with zf = zj. 
Proof: Since n is odd, U,(V) # Sp,(v). If L - (l,..., l), take zi = xi for 
i = l,..., n - 2. If L - (l,..., 1, a), since n is odd, we have a new orthogonal 
base {zi} for L with L - (a ,..., a) for i = l,..., n - 2. In each case, we can 
define c:zl+... +z,-~-+z,. Now, let G be the subgroup generated by 
E(u, z,), $(a) and Aa. We show G = U,(v). Since $(a)l E(u, z,) #(a)-r = 
E(u, a *rzl) for any integer r, we have E(u, Kz,) c G. Further, we have 
(Ao)~-’ = Ane2. Since n = odd, Anm2 = q5(A*)2-‘(n-3) A. Hence A is in G. 
Thus, AE(u, Kz,) A-’ = E(u, Kz,) is in G. Transforming E(u, Kz,) and 
E(u, Kz,) by Au repeatedly, we have E(u,Kzi) and E(v, Kzi) in G for 
i = l,..., n - 2. Thus by identity (8) E(u, L) and E(v, L) are contained in G, 
which completes our proof by Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let n > 2 be even and L - (l,..., 1). Assume that 
-lza2k+ for some natural number k or k = 0. Then, U,(V) is generated by 
three isometries E(u, x,>, #(a) t(x, - x,-*) and Aa, where 
u:x,+ *.. +xnp2+xl. 
Proof. G denotes the subgroup generated by the three isometries in the 
proposition. First, we show that E(u, L) and E(u, L) are contained in G. 
r we have (#(a) 7(x, - xnm2))*’ = g(a)2r, we have 
u, a*2rx,) in G. Hence, applying identity (8) and 
we see that E(u,Kx,) s G. Then, dud(a) 7(x1 -x,-*) 
x,-,))-‘(Au))’ = E(v, Kx,) E G. Therefore, trans- 
forming E(u, Kx,) and E(u, Kx,) by Au repeatedly, we obtain E(u, Kxi) and 
E(u, Kx,) for i = l,..., n - 2. Thus, again by identity (8), E(u, L) and E(v, L) 
are contained in G. 
Next, we show that $(a) and A are in G. By (13) we know 
A#(-2 - '11~~) 7(z) E G (14) 
for any vector z in L with z2 # 0. Therefore, putting z = xi -xj for 
1 < i,j<n - 2 and i#j, we have pij= A@(4) S(Xi-xj) in G. Hence, 
PijPsl ' = 'tximxj) 7(xs - xt) is also in G for 1 < i, j, s, t < n - 2. This implies 
that all even permutations on basis elements (xi} are contained in G. On the 
other hand, since n is even, we see u = 7(x, - xns2) . s. 7(x1 -x2) is an odd 
permutation, therefore, using that Au belongs to G, we have AT(x, - x, _ 2) in 
G. Here, putting z = x, - xnP2 in (14), we have A4(-4) z(x, - x, _ 2) in G, 
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and so #(--A) in G. Since q5(a)‘” is in G as we have shown above, we obtain 
#(-A> #(a> -2k = 4( a in G. Hence, r(xi - x,_~) belongs to G and so A is > 
also in G. Thus we have the proposition by Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let n > 2 be even and L - (I,..., 1). Assume that 
--A = a2k for some natural number k or k = 0. Then U,,(V) is generated by 
three isometries JW, x1 >, q%(a) 7(x, - xnm2) and Au, where 
(7:x,-+**. +x,-pxl. 
ProoJ G is the subgroup generated by the three isometries in the 
proposition. In the same way as Proposition 3.3, we have E(u, Kx,) E G. 
Since n is even, we have (Au)~-~ E(u,Kx,)(d~)-“~~ =E(v,Kx,) in G. 
Transforming E(u, Kx,) and E(v, Kx,) by Aa and $(a) 5(x, - x,-J 
repeatedly, we obtain E(u, Kxi) and E(v,Kxi) for i= l,..., n - 2. Thus, 
E(u, L) and E(v, L) are contained in G. Therefore, identity (14) in 
Proposition 3.3 is still valid. Hence G contains all even permutations on {xi}, 
in particular o is in G, whence A is contained in G. 
Now setting z = x, - x,-~ in identity (14), we have A#(-A) t(x, - xne2) 
in G. Here, since (#(a) 5(x1 - x,_,))‘~ = 4(-J) is in G, we have 
Az(x, - x,-~) in G. Thus, r(x, - x,-~) is in G and so @(a) is contained in G. 
Q.E.D. 
As we have stated in the beginning of this section, if L N (l,..., a) then 
U,(V) = O,(V). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let n > 2 be even and L - (l,..., a). Assume that 
-2-l = a2kt’ for some natural number k or k = 0. Then, O,,(V) is generated 
by three isometries E(u,x, +x,-~), $(a) z(x,) and At(x where 
u:x,-+*-* +x,-3+x,. 
Proof: G denotes the subgroups generated by the three isometries in 
the proposition. Since ($(a) t(~~))~‘E(u, x1 + xn-2)(#(a> t(~,>)-~” = 
E(u, a2’(x1 +x,-,)) for any integer r, by Lemma 2.1 and identity (8) we 
have E(u, K(x, + x,-~) in G. Then, #(a) 7(x1)E(u, K(x, + xnp2))(#(a) 
7(x1))-l = E(u,K(-x, +x,-~) is contained in G. Hence, both E(u, Kx,) 
and E(u,Kx,-,) are contained in G. Regarding that n is even, we see 
that (As(x,) o)~-~ E(u, Kx,)(dz(x,) u)-“‘~ = E(v, Kx,) and (A7(x,) o) 
E(u, Kx,~,)(Ar(x,) a))’ = E(v, Kx,-,) are in G. Thus, conjugating 
E(u, Kx,) and E(v, Kx,) by A7(x,) u repeatedly, we have E(u, Kxi), E(v, Kxi) 
in G for i = l,..., n - 2. Namely, E(u, L) and E(v, L) are in G. 
This allows us to use identity (14) again. Thus, G contains all even 
permutations on {x, ,..., x,-3 }. In particular, cr is contained in G, for n is 
even. This gives us At(x,) in G. On the other hand, taking z = x, in (14), we 
have A4(-2-‘)7(x,) in G, and so #(-2-l) is also in G. Thus, 
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e-2-‘M@4 w-2k = d( a is contained in G. This implies that t(x,) > 
belong to G and so A is also in G. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let n > 2 be even and L - (l,..., 1, a). Assume that 
-2-l = a2k for some natural number k. Then, ifn = 4, O,(y) is generated by 
three isometries E(u, x, + x2), #(a) 7(x1) and A. If n > 4, O,(v) is generated 
by three isometries E(u, x1 + xn-*), $(a) 7(x1 - x,- 3) and At(x,) CT, where 
u:x,p *a* -+x”-4-‘x1. 
Proof: First let n = 4. G denotes the subgroup generated by 
E(u, xl + x2), #(a> 7(x1) and A. 
Since (#(a) 7(x1))*’ = #(cz)*~ for any integer r, we have #(cx)‘~ 
qu, x, + x2) qqu) - 2r = E(u, a*“(~~ +x2)) in G. Hence, E(u, K(x, + x2)) L G. 
Transforming E(u, K(x, + x2) by #(a) 7(x,), we have E(u, K(-x, + x2)) in G, 
and so both E(u, Kx,) and E(u, Kx2) in G. Hence, using A, we obtain 
E(v, Kx,) and E(v, Kx2) in G. Thus, E(u, L) and E(v, L) are contained in G. 
From this, and using identity (14), we have 4$(-2-l) 7(x1) in G. However, 
since -22’ = a2k, we have @(-2-l) in G. Therefore, 7(x,) is also in G, and 
so #(a) is in G. Thus, G = O,(V). 
Next, let n > 4, consequently n2 6. G denotes the subgroup generated by 
E(u, x, + x”-*>, Q(a) 7(x, -x,-J and Az(x,) u. 
Since ($(a) 7(x, -x,-~))~’ = $(a)*” for any integer r, we have 
#(u)*~ E(u, x, + x,-,) #(u)-*~ = E(u, a*“(~, + xnp2) in G. Hence, 
E(u, K(x, + xnp2) E G. Since n is even, we have (A7(x,) u)~-’ 
E(u, K(x, + xne2))(A7(x,) u)-~+~ = E(u, K(-x, + x,-*) in G. Therefore, 
both E(u, Kx,) and E(u, Kx,-,) are contained in G. Transforming them by 
$(a) 7(x, -x,-J Az(x,) @(a) 7(x1 - xn-& we have E(v, Kx,) and 
E(v, Kx,-,) in G. Transforming E(u, Kx,) and E(v, Kx,) by At(x,) u and 
#(a) 7(x1 - xnpj), we obtain E(u, KxJ and E(v, KxJ in G for i = I,..., n - 3. 
Thus, E(u, L) and E(v, L) are contained in G. 
Using identity (14) in the same way as Proposition 3.3, G contains all 
even permutations on {xi} for i = l,..., n - 3. Since n is even, we see that 
u = 7(x, - x,-~) x even permutation. Therefore we have A7(x,) 7(x1 - xn-J 
in G. On the other hand, setting z = x, in (14) we have A#(-2-l) r(x,) in G. 
Further, since 4(-22’) = (d(a) t(x, -x,-~))*~ is contained in G, we obtain 
As(x,) in G. Thus, 7(x, -x,-~) belongs to G. Next, putting z =x1 -x,-~ in 
(14), we have A$(-1) 7(x, -x,-,) in G, and so A#(-1) is also in G. Finally, 
taking z=xr -x,-~, we have A#(-1)7(x, -x,-J) in G, and so t(x, -x,-~) 
is contained in G. Thus, we have #(a) in G, and so A in G. Q.E.D. 
In the symplectic case we fix a symplectic base {xl,..., x,-~} for L such 
that xpxp = -x4xp = 1 if and only if p= odd and q =p + 1, otherwise 
x,x, = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. Let n > 2. Then Sp,(V) is generated by 2 isometries 
E(u, x,) and Ap where p is an isometry defined by p: x, -+ x, -+ ‘.. +x,-~ + 
x2+x4+ ... -+xnp2+--x, +ax,. 
ProojI First, we note that p belongs to Sp,(V). Because, if we define 
isometry u by a permutation x, + x3 + ... -+ x,- 3 + x1 and x2 --t xq + + .. -+ 
X n-2-+xX2, isometry A, by x1-+x2+--x,, and isometry r as a transvection 
T-,(x,), then we see p = rA,a. Thus p is in Sp,(V). 
Now, let G denote the subgroup generated by E(u, xl) and Ap. 
First, we treat the case that n = 4m + 2. We note that 
(Ap)*“: u -+ (-1)” u, II--) (-1)” V, x,-+x2+-x,+ax*. 
Therefore, (AP)~~ E(u, x,)(d~)-~” = E(u, -x1 + ax*) is contained in G. 
Using identity (8), we have E(u, ax*) in G. Hence, 
(Ap)-‘“’ E(u, ax2)(Ap)2m =E((-I)” u, ax,) and so E(u, axl) is also 
contained in G. Repeating this method, we have E(u, a*x,), E(u, a3x,),.... 
Namely, we have E(u,Kx,) in G. 
Next, since we have ApE(u, x,)(Ap)-’ =E(u,x3) in G, we have 
E(u, x3) E(u, Kx,) E(v, x3))’ = E(u +x3, Kx,) in G and so E(x,, Kx,) in G. 
On the other hand, since we have (Ap)*““’ E(u,x,)(Ap)-*“-I = 
E((-1)“’ u, x4) and so E(v, x4) in G, we have E(x3, Kx,)E(u, x4) 
E(x3, Kx,)-’ 2 E(v, x4 + Kx,) in G. Thus, we get E(v, Kx,) in G. Then, 
transforming E(u, Kx,) and E(v, Kx,) by Ap repeatedly, we have E(u, L) and 
E(v, L) in G. By Lemma 2.3, we have G = Sp,(V). 
Next, we treat the case that n = 4m. We note that 
@PI *m-I: u -+ (-l)“-’ ZI, u + (-1)” u, x1+x2-+-x, fax,. 
Since both E(u, x,) and (AP)~“‘-* E(u, x,)(A~)-~~‘~ = E(-u, -x, + ax2) are 
in G, we have E(u, ax*) in G. Hence, (Ap)-2m+* E(u, ax,)(Ap)*“-’ = 
E((-1)” u, ax,) and so E(u, ax,) is in G. Therefore, repeating this method, 
we have E(u, a2xl) in G. Thus, we have E(u,x~), E(v, ax,), E(u, a*x,), 
E(v, a3x1),... in G. This, applying Lemma 2.1, gives us E(u, Kx,) in G and 
E(v, Kx,) in G. Now, transforming them by Ap, we have G = Sp,( V). 
Q.E.D. 
By Propositions 3.1-3.7 we have our theorem. 
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